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OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS FOR A CLASS 
OF MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMS 
WITH EQUILIBRIUM CONSTRAINTS: 
STRONGLY REGULAR CASE1 
JlRI V . OUTRATA 
The paper deals with mathematical programs, where parameter-dependent nonlinear 
complementarity problems arise as side constraints. Using the generalized differential cal-
culus for nonsmooth and set-valued mappings due to B. Mordukhovich, we compute the 
so-called coderivative of the map assigning the parameter the (set of) solutions to the re-
spective complementarity problem. This enables, in particular, to derive useful lst-order 
necessary optimality conditions, provided the complementarity problem is strongly regular 
at the solution. 
INTRODUCTION 
A mathematical program with equilibrium constraints (MPEC) is an optimization 
problem, where a parameter-dependent variational inequality or, more specifically, 
a parameter-dependent complementarity problem arises as a side constraint. If this 
so-called equilibrium constraint is equivalent to a (convex) "lower-level" optimiza-
tion problem, we get a problem of bilevel programming. Important MPECs arise fre-
quently in natural sciences as well as in economic modelling and so this topic a t t racts , 
especially in recent years, an increased attention of many applied mathematicians. 
Besides the existence and approximation of solutions, the research concentrates on 
optimality conditions, various numerical approaches and diverse concrete applica-
tions. If we reduce our at tention just to optimality conditions for finite-dimensional 
MPECs, we recognize in the recent works the following approaches: 
(i) in [7] and [8] the authors compute under so-called "basic constraint qualifi-
cation" a tangent cone approximating the equilibrium constraint. This leads 
directly to a primal version of optimality conditions. Via a suitable dualiza-
tion one gets then a finite family of optimality conditions in the dual, so-called 
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) form. 
1Th is research was supported in part by the grant No. 0455/95 from the German-Israeli Foun-
dation and the grant A 1075707 from the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic. 
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(ii) in [21] an error bound is constructed for the equilibrium constraint in a bilevel 
program using the value-function of the lower-level problem. Under the as-
sumption of so-called partial calmness KKT conditions have been obtained. 
This idea is further developed and extended to MPECs in [22]. 
(iii) the works [6, 15] deal only with the strongly regular case, cf. [18]. Then, 
close to the solution, the equilibrium constraint defines a Lipschitz implicit 
function assigning the parameters the (unique) solutions of the corresponding 
variational inequality (complementarity problem). This implicit function is 
described by means of the generalized Jacobians, cf. [3], and the generalized 
differential calculus of F. H. Clarke leads then to optimality conditions, again 
in the KKT form, 
(iv) the papers [23, 24] and [20] employ the generalized differentiable calculus of 
B. Mordukhovich. [24] and [20] deal with bilevel programs, [23] with a general 
MPEC. In [24] and [23] the equilibrium constraint is augmented to the objec-
tive by an exact penalty, whereas in [20] the lower-level problem is replaced by 
the Mordukhovich's stationarity condition. In all cases the resulting conditions 
contain some difficult terms so that their verification is not easy in general. 
The above list is definitely not exhaustive; further references can be found in [8] or 
in the collection [1]. For instance the interesting conditions from [4] are related to 
both approaches (i) and (iii). They are not of the KKT form, but their assumptions 
are weaker than those of [15]. 
The main aim of the present paper is to apply the Mordukhovich's generalized 
differentiable calculus in a new way, close in spirit to the works [6, 15]. Further we 
intend to derive optimality conditions without any difficult terms so that their veri-
fication would not be too complicated. To achieve these goals, we confine ourselves 
to equilibria described by parameter-dependent nonlinear complementarity problems 
(NCPs). Such equilibria are met, however, quite frequently e. g. in mechanics, where 
they describe various (discretized) obstacle and contact problems ([5, 6]). We con-
vert this MPEC into the minimization of a value function for which the optimality 
conditions are stated in terms of Mordukhovich's subdifferentials and normal cones, 
cf. [9]. To compute such a subdifferential of the value-function one needs, however, 
the so-called coderivative of the "equilibrium map" which assigns the solution sets 
of the considered NCP to the parameters. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we formulate the problem, give 
the definitions of the main objects of Mordukhovich's generalized differential calculus 
and state the crucial result from [10] concerning the subdifferentials of value func-
tions. Section 2 is devoted to the computation of the above mentioned coderivative 
under a constraint qualification which is ensured in two different ways by verifiable 
assumptions. In Section 3 we confine ourselves to the strongly regular case and de-
rive the respective optimality conditions. Moreover, we relate them to the conditions 
from [15] and [8]. 
The following notation is employed. x% is the ith component of a vector x £ JRn, 
A1 is the ith row of a matrix A> E is the unit matrix, JR+ is the nonnegative orthant 
of lRn and 1R :— IRU {-co, +00} is the extended real line. For an [m x n] matrix A 
and index sets / C {1> 2 , . . •, m}, J C {1 ,2 , . . . , n}, AIyJ denotes the submatrix of 
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A with rows and columns, specified by I and J, respectively. Aj is the submatrix 
of A with rows specified by I. Similarly, for a vector d E Mn, dj is the subvector 
composed from the components d\ i E I. Furthermore, convQ, denotes the convex 
hull of a set fi, Gph$ is the graph of a multifunction 3>, epi f is the epigraph of a 
function / and for a convex set Q, and a point i 6 ( j , Nn(x) denotes the standard 
normal cone to fi at x in the sense of convex analysis. If D is a cone with vertex 
at the origin, then D° is its negative polar cone. For x) y E M
n the inequalities 
x > */> x > y mean xl > yl and x* > yl for all i, respectively. 
1. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let F[Mn x Mm —* -Rm] be a continuously differentiable mapping and consider the 
parameter-dependent NCP: 
For a given parameter x E Mn find y E Mm such that 
F(x,T/)>0 and (F(x9y),y) = 0. (1.1) 
It is well-known that the NCP (1.1) can be equivalently written down as the gener-
alized equation (GE): 
OeF(x,y) + NIRrn(y), (1.2) 
where NjRrn(y) ;-= 0 provided y £ Mm. The multifunction which assigns x the set of 
solutions to (1.2) will be termed equilibrium map and denoted by 5. Assume that 
f[Mn x Mm —* M] is a locally Lipschitz objective function and u is a nonempty and 
closed set of admissible parameters. The main object of our investigations is the 
MPEC: 
minimize f(x,y) 
subject to y e S { x ) ( L 3 ) 
X £(J. 
Remark . In MPECs with equilibria described by NCPs one has often to do also 
with "state constraints" of the form y E fi, where fi is a nonempty and closed subset 
of Mm. In what follows, however, we assume that possible constraints of this form 
have been added to the objective by means of a suitable exact penalty. 
Problem (1.3) possesses evidently a solution provided u> is compact and S is 
single-valued and continuous. Otherwise the existence proofs are more complicated 
and this topic goes beyond the scope of this paper. The interested reader is referred 
e.g. to [24], where to this purpose an inf-compactness argument is applied. 
Let us introduce the value function 
6 ( ^ ) : = inf f(xyy). (1.4) 
y£S(x) 
With the help of it, (1.3) may be written down as a simple mathematical program 
minimize O(x) 
subject to ( 1 5 ) 
j x eu>. 
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For abstract mathematical programs of the type (1.5), lst-order necessary optimal­
l y conditions have been derived in [9] in terms of the Mordukhovich's subdifferen-
tial of the objective and the generalized normal cone to the admissible set. To be 
able to apply these optimality conditions we need, however, to compute the Mor­
dukhovich's subdifferential of the value function 0, which involves the computation 
of the coderivative of S. For the readers convenience we state now the appropriate 
definitions (cf. [9]) and also an important result from [10] which plays a crucial role 
in Section 3. 
Consider a set A C Mn • 
Definition 1.1. Let x G clA. The nonempty cone 
TA(X) := limsup 2 
no t 
is called the contingent cone to A at x. The generalized normal cone to A at i , 
denoted A^(x), is defined by 
Kл(x) = limsup T%(u). 
If A is convex one has KA(X) = T%(x). The cone KA(X) is generally nonconvex, 
but the multifunction KA(') is upper semicontinuous at each point of clA (with 
respect to clA), which is essential in the calculus of Mordukhovich's subdifferentials 
and coderivatives introduced below. 
Definition 1.2. Let <p[lRn —» M] be an arbitrary extended real-valued function 
and x G dom f. The sets 
d-<p(x) := {x* e Rn\(x\ -1) e K 9(x, <p(x))} 
and 
d°°cp(x) := {x* G Rn\(x\0) G K <,(*, <p(x))} 
are called the Mordukhovich's subdifferential and the singular subdifferential of <p 
at x. 
In [9] it has been proved that a lower semicontinuous function <p is Lipschitz near 
x if and only if d°°<p(x) = {0}. 
2 T h e "limsup" in the definitions of TA(X) and KA(X) is the upper limit of multifunctions in the 
sense of Kuratowski-Painlevé, cf. [2]. 
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Definition 1.3. Let F[Rn •— Rm] be a multifunction and (x,y) e clGphF. The 
multifunction D* F(x,y)[Rm -> Rn] defined by 
D*F(x,y)(y*):={x*6Rn\(x*,-y*)eK F(x,y)} , y* € R
m 
is called the coderivative of F at (x,?/). If F is single-valued at x) we write simply 
D*F0r) (j/*). 
Suitable upper estimates of the subdifferentials of the value function 0 are given 
in the following important assertion, where 
M(x):={yeS(x)\f(x,y) = e(x)}. 
Theorem 1.1. Let the images M(x) be nonempty and uniformly bounded sets 
around anifG Mn. Then one has 
д~ (x) C U {*î + *-!*! <- D*S(x,ӯ) (y*), (x*2,У*) Є д-f(x,ӯ), ӯ Є M(x)} 
and 
d°°e(x) C {J{D*S(x, y) (0) I y G M(x)}. 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
P r o o f . The statement is a direct consequence of [10], Theorem 4.1 since / is 
locally Lipschitz and GphS is closed. Indeed, under our assumptions, to each pair 
of sequences X{ —• x) r/,- —• y such that yi £ S(x() one has y G S'(x) due to the 
continuity of F. • 
2. THE CODERIVATIVE OF THE EQUILIBRIUM MAP 
As in [12], we rewrite the GE (1-2) into the form 
(l/, -F(x,y))eGphN]Rrn 
S(x) = {yeRm\$(x,y)eA} 
(2.1) 
so that 
with $(x,y) — y 
-F(x)V) 
y e S(x). Since F is continuously differentiable, one has 









т n/C jvR rn(y,-E(x,y)) = {0}. 
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Under (CQ) it is a direct consequence of [11], Theorem 6.10 that 
D*S(x,y)(y*) C {x* e Rn\x* + (VxF(x,y))
Tz = 0, 
-w + (VyF(x,y))
Tz = y*, (w,z) e K NK„(y,-F(x,y))} 
(2.2) 
(2.4) 
for all y* G jRm. The above (CQ) as well as inclusion (2.2) will now be simplified 
using the specific structure of our problem. In the first step we turn our attention 
to the cone K N^m (y, -F(x9y)). 
Lemma 2.1 . Let (u,v) G GphNjRmy i.e. u G -R+ and v G NjRm(u). Then 
(W,Z)EK N^^V) iff (w\zX)eK Nn+(U\VX) (2.3) 
with A' NR (U%,VX) given by the following relations: 
If u* > 0, v* = 0, then A' /vf,+ (ix
i, vx) = {0} x M] 
if u{ = 0, v* < 0, then A N^U*, vx) = Rx {0}; 
if ui = 0 J i ;
i = 0, then A jv f l+(ti
i
li;
i) = {(wx\ zx)\ wx' zx' = 0}U 
U{(w\zx)\(-wx\zx) G inUFZ2.}. 
P r o o f . One has evidently 
Gph NB+ -= {(a, 6) G JR
2| a > 0, 6 = 0} U {(a, 6) G R2\ a = 0, 6 < 0}, 
cf. Fig. 1. 
Relations (2.4) are thus a simple consequence of Def. 1.1. By [2], Table 4.5(3) 
-VJR
m(ti) = X™ i N]R+(UX) for u G -R+ and so GphNjRm is the Carthesian product 
of m sets GphNjR+- It remains to apply [9], Proposition 1.6. • 
We introduce now the index sets 
L ( y ) : = { i G { l , 2 , . . . , m } | i r > 0 } 
I(y) :={**€ {1 ,2 , . . . , m}|jT = 0} 
/+ (x ,y):={ie/ (y) |E*'(x,y)>0} 
Io(x, y) := {i G I(y)\ E''(x, y) = 0} = /(y) \ I+(x, y) 
which will play a crucial role in the whole sequel. The constraints yx > 0 for 
i G L(y), i G I(y) are termed nonactive and active at |/, respectively. The constraints 
yl > 0 for i G /+(-c,y) and i G Io(z,y) are termed strongly and weaiiy active at 
(-r,y), respectively. For notational simplicity, the arguments at L, 7, 7+ and Jo will 
sometimes be omitted if it cannot cause a confusion. 
The following statement from [18] contains a characterization of the strong reg-
ularity for the considered NCP at (x, y) in terms of the problem data. 
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DomN, 1R+ 
ImNjц^ 
Fig. 1. GphNщ. 
Propos i t ion 2.2. Consider the NCP (1.1) at the reference point (x,y), y E S(x), 
and the matrix 
R(x,ӯ) = 
VyFLiL(x,y) VyFL<Io(x,y) 
. VyFi0lL(x,y) VyFIoiIo(x,y) 
The NCP (1.1) is strongly regular (in the sense of Robinson) if and only if 
(i) VyFLtL(x,y) is nonsingular, and 
(ii) the Schur complement of VyFLjL(x) y) in R(x}y) is a P-matrix (has positive 
principal minors). 
Under (i), (ii) there exist (possibly closed) neighborhoods U of x and V of y and a 
Lipschitz operator /JL[U —± JRm] such that 
џ(x) = y and S(x) ПV = џ(x) for all x Є U. (2-5) 
We are now ready to give two verifiable conditions which ensure (CQ). 
Propos i t ion 2.3. Let either 
(Al) the partial gradients Va-F^x, ?/) for i G L(y)UIo(^, V) be linearly independent, 
or 
(A2) the conditions (i) and (ii) of Proposition 2.2 be fulfilled. 
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Then (CQ) holds true at (x,y). 
P r o o f . Consider a pair (w,z) G K NHm(yy —F(x}y)). By Lemma 2.1 for 
i G L(y) one has wl = 0 and for i G I+(x,y) one has z{ = 0. Therefore, if (w,z) 
belongs also to KerI}*<&(x, y), then 
ML = 0, z / + = 0 
- ( V r F L u / o ( x , y ) )
T z L u / o = 0 (2.6) 
(I t(^,y))TzL u / o = wLuIo. (2.7) 
With respect to equation (2.6) condition (Al) implies that ZL\JI0 = 0 and thus the 
whole vector z is zero. Since w = (VyF(x, y))
Tz, (CQ) is fulfilled. 
Let condition (A2) be satisfied. We rewrite equation (2.7) into the form (note 




TzIo = 0 
(VyFL,i0(x,y))
TzL + (VyFIo,Io(x,y))
TzIo = wIo. 
Due to (A2) the matrix VVFL,L(X, y) is nonsingular and thus 
*L = - ( (V y F L , L (x ,y ) )
T ) - 1 (VyFIoiL(x,y))
TzIo. (2.9) 
Equation (2.9) and the second equation from (2.8) yield 
~zIo = wIo, (2.10) 
where H is the Schur complement of (VyFL,L(^, y))
T in (I?(x, y))T (and thus a P-
matrix). By Lemma 2.1 the index set Io(x, y) splits into three subsets: 
= {iel0(x,y)\z
i = 0}, 
= {ÍElo(x,y)\a\w
i = 0}, (2.11) 
= {*' 6 Io(x,y)\ z{ > 0 and wi < 0}. 
Equation (2.10) implies that 
---t3U7,/3U7'2r/3U7 = wpUj) 
where wp = 0. The matrix -Hir3U7)^U7 (as a principal submatrix of S) is again a 
P-matrix. Therefore it has the important "Sign Nonreversal Property", cf. [14], 
Theorem 3.12, according to which there exists an index z'o such that 
zio(EpuyiPUlz)
io > 0. 
This is, however, impossible and therefore /3 U 7 = 0. As in the case of condition 
(Al) the whole vector z is zero and we are done. • 
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Remark. Condition (A1),(A2) work with the two equations (2.6), (2.7) defining 
the kernel of D*$(x, y) (for (w,z) G K /vJRm(y, —F(x,y))), respectively. One 
could naturally think about a more general condition involving both equations 
(2.6), (2.7) simultaneously; such a condition has been derived in the forthcoming 
paper [16]. 
On the basis of Proposition 2.3 we get now directly the main result of this section. 
Proposition 2.4. Consider the reference pair (x, y) (y G S(x)) and assume that 
conditions (Al) or (A2) are fulfilled. Then one has for all y* G Mm 
0* -S(*,y)(y*)c{**e^ 
= (w + y*)i,uIo> WL = 0 and for i G Io(x,y) either wl zl = 0 or w% < 0 and zl > 0} . 
(2.12) 
Remark. If the matrix R(x,y) is positive definite, then the assumption (A2) is 
satisfied (cf. [18]). 
Let us analyze the structure of our estimate of D*S(x,y)(y*) under (A2). In 
agreement with the generalized differential calculus of Mordukhovich this set is gen-
erally nonconvex. We can embed it, however, in a bounded convex polyhedron. 
Assume that ZLuI0 is admissible with respect to the constraints on the right-hand 
side of (2.12). We denote 
* ••= Vio - (V, FL%iQ{x, y))
T[(Vy FL i L(x, y))
T]~l y*L 
and observe that the variable zj0 fulfills the equation 
~zIo=wIo + b (2.13) 
(where S is the Schur complement of (Vy FL,L(X, V))
T in (It(x, y))T). Thus 
(Vy FL|L(x, y))
T zL + (Vy FIotL(x, V))
T zi0 = yl 
( 2 1 4 ) 
•=• ZU =wIo + b 
and for i G Io(x, y) either wl zl = 0 or wl < 0 and zl > 0. As previously the index set 
-fo(#, y) splits into three subsets a, /? and 7 given by (2.11). This allows to exclude 
completely the variable w (note that wp = 0, za = 0) and one has 
(Vy FLiL(x,y))
T ZL + (Vy F(3UliL(x,y))
T zpvj = yl , 
S/3, / 3 U 7 ^ U 7 =
 6i3 / n i r x 
. ( 2 l 5 ) 
---7I/?U7 ^/3U7 < 0 7 
2Ta = 0 , Z7 > 0 . 
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Indeed, the columns of (Vy Fj0)L(x) y))
T and H for the indices from a may be omitted 
since za = 0 and the constraints created by the rows of S for the indices from a may 
be ignored since the right-hand sides are arbitrary. 
Consider now for all subsets a of 7 the linear equations 
(Vy FLupU(T}Lupu<7(x,y))
T (ap) = y*Luf3Ua. (2.16) 
Due to (A2) these equations possess unique solutions ap. By using of them we may 
state the following useful estimate. 
Proposi t ion 2.5. Assume, that zLujQ satisfies the equations and inequalities (2.15). 
Then one has 
*LuI0 G conv {
ap\ a C 7} , (2.17) 
where 
I ap{ if i G L U /? U or 
°F = ( (2.18) 
0 if ieaU(y\a). 
P r o o f . Let £ be the cardinality of /3Uj. It is clear that 2^7 belongs to a convex 
polyhedral set C, where 
C := {u G -R I Eptpu7U = 6/5, S7) flU7u < 67, t/7 > 0} . 
We show that C is bounded. Let u G C and assume, by contradiction that s ^ 0 
belongs to the recessive cone of C . This implies that 
u + XseC for all A > 0. 
Therefore 
Ep}pUy(u + Xs) = bp 
ElipUl(u + Xs) < by 
uy + As7 > 0 
for all A > 0. Consequently, it must hold 
S/3,/3u7
5 = 0 
H7j/?U75 < 0 (2.19) 
57 > 0. 
Since H/?U7,/3U7 is a P-matrix, by the Sign Nonreversal Property there exists an 
index z'o such that 
81'0(S^U7)tjU7s)
t*° > 0 . 
This is, however, impossible and so s = 0. It implies the boundedness of C. 
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Since each bounded convex polyhedral set is the convex hull of its extreme points, 
we analyze in the next step the extreme points of C. By [13], Section 3.4 a vector 
u G C is an extreme point of C, provided a C 7 and one has 
---l3U<7, !3U7U — bpua, 
(2.20) 
uT\<7 = 0 . 
Indeed, then the number of equations and active inequalities is greater or equal £ 
and it remains to show that the matrix 
^ffUo, 0Ua, — /3U<7, t\<7 
0 E 
(2.21) 
is nonsingular. Since S/?u<7, pua is nonsingular by assumptions, however, the non-
singularity of (2.21) is evident. (Note that not each point satisfying (2.20) belongs 
necessarily to C.) By the mentioned result from [13] the solutions of (2.20) belong-
ing to C possibly do not exhaust all extreme points of C. In the remaining extreme 
points there exist indices i such that 
((s7)/?u7)
,^)<(67)
1', (u7y >0 . 
These points, however, evidently lie in the convex hull of the solutions to (2.20) for 
all possible choices of a. We denote the solutions of (2.20) by au to indicate the 
dependence on the choice of a. It follows that 
2LUI0 G {q\qa = 0, qpuy G conv{
au\a G 7}, 
(Vy FL}L(x,y))
T qL + (Vy -^>u7,L(-r,y))
Tg/5u7 = vl} 
= {Q\ q<* - 0) qLupuj G conv{av\ ( T C T } } , 
where the vectors av are given by 
(V y FL} Lu{3Ua(x, V))
T (aVL) + (Vy F>U7j Lupve(x, y))
T (^U-y) = Vlu^Ua 
avlV = 0. 
We note that av = (ap)Io\Q for all a C 7 and the proof is completed. • 
On the basis of Proposition 2.5 we get now easily the following estimate for 
D*S(x)y)(y*). 
Corollary 2.5.1. Consider an arbitrary y* G Rm and let A be the corresponding 
set on the right-hand side of (2.12). Then one has 
A C -(VxFLuIo(x,y))
Tconv{°p\*C Io(x,y)}. (2.22) 
By [6], Theorem 3.1 the set on the right-hand side of (2.22) is an upper estimate 
of the transposed generalized Jacobian of S at x in the sense of Clarke, cf. [3]. Our 
estimate of D*S(x, y) (y*) (i. e. A) is thus included in the upper estimate of the trans-
posed generalized Jacobian from [6], which is very important for the "sharpness" of 
the resulting optimality conditions. 
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3. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS 
In [9] the lst-order necessary optimality conditions for problem (1.5) have been 
proved in the following form: 
Proposition 3.1. Let x be a local solution of (1.5) and O be lower semicontinuous 
in a neighborhood of x. Then there exist an element x* G Mn and a real \ > 0, not 
both equal to zero, such that 
(x*,-\)GK 0 ( i , 0 ( £ ) ) and - x* e K„{x). (3.1) 
Under the additional condition 
(9°°0( f )n ( - IC(f ) )zz{O} (3.2) 
one has A / 0 and 
Oed-O(x) + Ku;(x). (3.3) 
In what follows (£,y) denotes a local solution of the MPEC (1.3) and we will 
consider the case, where 
lA9N* / W the matrix VyF£,f£,(£,y) is nonsingular, and 
^ ' ^ (ii) the Schur complement of VVFL,L(X,y) in R{ t  r l t f 2/Fry)L(f, y) i  (x, y) is a P-matrix. 
By Proposition 2.2 assumption (A2)* is equivalent to the strong regularity of NCP 
(1.1) at (£,T/) . Under (A2)* consider, instead of©, the "localized" value function 
Q[U - • JR] defined by 
S(x):= inf / (x > P ) f (3.4) 
y6S(a:)nV 
where U, V are the neighborhoods from Proposition 2.2 (with (x, y) replaced by 
(x,y)). It is clear that if (x, y) is a local solution of (1.3), then x is also a local 
solution of the mathematical program 
minimize Q(x) 
subject to ,# (3-5) 
Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 2.4 lead to the following result. 
Theorem 3.2. Assume that the NCP (1.1) is strongly regular at (x}y), which is 
a local solution of (1.3). Then there exist an index set 6 C Io(£,y), a vector ZLU6 
and a pair (a?*, y*) G 9" / (£ , y) such that 
OEx*- (Vx FLu6(£, y)f ZLU6 + Kw(x) (3.6) 
{VyFLuSiL(x,y)) zLuS = y*L 
(VyFLuStS(x,y))
TzLuS < y*s \ (3.7) 
( y * , ' - ( V y E L u M . } ( x , y ) , z L u ^ ) ) 2
, ' > 0 for i e 6. 
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P r o o f . By the assumptions for x G U one has 
Q(x) = f(x,n(x)) 
so that 0 is Lipschitz near x. Therefore, d°°Q(x) = {0} and so, by Proposition 3.1, 
0ed-e(x) + K„(x). (3-8) 
Since the mapping i ^ { y € S(x) D V| f(x, y) = &(x)} = n(x) is single-valued and 
Lipschitz near x, Theorem 1.1 implies that 
d~Q(x) C U {*! + **l*i G D*VL(x)(y*), (x*,y*) G d~f(*,i/)} • (3-9) 
Furthermore, by Proposition 2.4, under (A2)* for all y* G -Km one has 
D*fi(x)(y*) = D*S(x,y)(y*) C {xj G iR" | x* = -(VxFLuio(*> £))
TzLuI0, 
(Ii(x, y))TzLuIo = (w + y*)L u / o , wL = 0 and for i G Jo(*i v) 
either urV = 0 or w* < 0 and z{ > o} . (3-10) 
From (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10) we obtain the existence of a pair (x*,y*) G d~ f(x,y) 
and vectors w, z G -Rm such that 
0 G x* - (V , F L u / o (x , y))
T zL u / o + K„(x) (3.11) 
(Vy FL u / o > L(x, y))
T zL u / o = y£ 1 
(Vy FL u / o > / o(x, y))
T 2rLu/o = y}o + uv/o J 
and for i G Io(x,y) either uvl zl = 0 or wx < 0 and zl > 0. It remains to show that 
to (w,z) there exists an index set 8 C Io(^,y) such that conditions (3.7) (which do 
not contain w explicitly) are fulfilled. 
Define 
6 := {i G Io(x, y)\ z{ ± 0} and <5_ := {i G <5| wl < 0} . 
Then in both equations (3.12) the columns of the left-hand-side matrices for i G 
^o(x, y) \ 8 may be omitted. If we now in the second equation (3.12) ignore the rows 
for i G Io(x, y) \ <$, we obtain 
(VyFLU(5,L(x,y)) -rLUf5 = yL 
(VyFL U ř 5 j f 5(x,y)) zL U l 5 < y£ 
because ti^ < 0. 
Moreover, 
(y** - (VyF L U f 5 i { i } (x ,y) , ZLU*))-'" > 0 for ie6^} and 
( y * l ' - ( V y F L u M t } ( x , y ) , zLU6))z' = 0 for i e « \ « _ , 
so that conditions (3.7) hold true. 
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Remark. Let a vector z G Mm be composed in such a way that its components 
zl} i G L(y) U6 with 6 C Io(£,T/), satisfy the conditions (3.7) and the remaining 
components are zero. Further consider a vector w G _Rm given by 
( V y F r u ^ l ^ y ) , 2Lua) -y*
{ if i G I (y) UIoO^y) 
an arbitrary real otherwise. 
tir = 
One easily deduces that the pair (w,z) satisfies (3.12) and for i G Io(£,y) either 
w* z{ = 0 or w* < 0 and 2* > 0. 
In [6] necessary optimality conditions have been derived for the MPEC (1.3) under 
the assumptions that the NCP (1.1) is strongly regular at its local solution (#,y) 
and / is continuously differentiate near (£,y). 
In our notation the conditions of [6] read 
0 G - (V-F L u / o (£ , y)f conv {
ap\ a C J 0 ( i , y)} + V x / ( £ , y) + Nu(x), (3.13) 
where the vectors ap are given by (2.16), (2.18) and Nu(x) is the Clarke's normal cone 
to u at x. By Cor. 2.5.1 it is, however, immediately clear that if / is continuously 
differentiate and a pair (x,y) fulfills the conditions (3.6), (3.7), then (£,y) also 
fulfills the relation (3.13). Therefore, the conditions of Theorem 3.2 are definitely 
not less selective (weaker) than the optimality conditions from [6]. 
We conclude this section with a simple academic MPEC illustrating the conditions 
of Theorem 3.2. 
Example 3 .1. Consider the problem of the type (1.3) 









. У2 . 





One easily verifies that (3.14) fulfills the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 and (£,y) = 
( 1 , n j is its (global) solution. One has 
2 - 1 
- 1 1 + 
-З + x 
X 
andsoL(y) = {1}, 7+(x,y) = 0 a n d / o ( i , y ) = {2}. Further V y/(x, y) = 
ifc 




Let us choose 6 = {2}. Then the conditions (3.7) reduce to the system 
of equations and inequalities 
2zl - z2 = I 
_ z l + 2 - < _1 
(-l + z1 -z2)z2 > 0. 
(3.15) 
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It is clear that only the point z = (^,— | ) is admissible with respect to (3.15). For 
(5 = 0 conditions (3.7) give only the point z = ( | , 0 ) . So in this example we have to 
test whether either z or z fulfill relation (3.6) (which both of them do). When using 
the conditions from [6], we had to look for a suitable point among all points from 
the line segment [z,z\. This might be generally (not in this example) much more 
demanding. 
F i g . 2 . The set A = {* ,£} in Examp le 3.1. 
Let us now replace the objective in (3.14) by 
W-íf+W+ïf 
and (jj by the interval [0,2]. Then the corresponding MPEC has the same solution, 
l 
' 3 but Vyf(x,y) = . Let us again choose 6 = {2}. Then the conditions (3.7) 
reduce to the system of equations and inequalities 
2 2 i - z
2 = - i 
-z1 + z2 < i 
(! + z l _ 2 2 ) 2 2 > 0 
(3.16) 
For 6 = 0 conditions (3.7) give only the point (— g,0), but the whole line segment, 
specified by the points (—j,0) and (0, ^ ) , is admissible with respect to (3.16). The 
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point zl = — | , z2 = ^ belongs to this line segment and one has 




so tha t relation (3.6) is satisfied. In this case the optimality conditions (3.6),(3.7) 
coincide with the conditions of [6]. 
We conclude by a brief comparison of the optimality condition in Theorem 3.2 
with the corresponding conditions in [8] (Theorem 3.3.6). In our conditions we look 
at a local solution of (1.3) for one K K T vector z, whereas in [8], Theorem 3.3.6 a finite 
family of K K T vectors has to be computed in general. The verification of stat ionari ty 
is, however, not always easier when using Theorem 3.2. It is also impor tant to note 
that the stat ionari ty in the Mordukhovich sense does not necessarily means tha t 
there does not exist a first-order descent direction. 
4. CONCLUSION 
It is a consequence of [17] tha t in the strongly regular case the equilibrium map 
S is piecewise continuously differentiable (PC 1 ) in a neighborhood of (£ ,y ) . For 
such maps it is not difficult to get an upper est imate of the generalized Jacobian, 
cf. [19], but it is, according to our opinion, a complicated task to compute the 
Mordukhovich's coderivative. In this paper we have computed an upper est imate of 
this coderivative indirectly, using [11], Theorem 6.10 and the characterization of the 
generalized normal cone to GphNjR™, provided by Lemma 2.1. This way suggests 
how one could proceed in the case of equilibria, described by variational inequalities . 
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